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Abstrach This paper reviews surface plasmon
resonance methods presently encountered in biosensor
research, with focus on development done at VTT
Chemical Technology.
INTRODUCTION

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has already
established its position in scientific world as a valuable tool
fu studying molecular interactions. V/ith the help of SPRbased instruments, availiable on the market and in research
laboratories,

it is now possible to shtdy structure

SPR INSTRIJMENTATION

Presently there are several research devices on the
market utilizing SPR phenomenon, all based on the
Kretschmann configuration. BIACore @harmacia
Biosensors AB) t3] and its several variations give the most
sophisticated possibilities of biomolecular interaction
research in liquid environment, covering automated
multichannel flow path and sample handling, temperature
control, multi-spot analysis, and software under MSWindows.

A

and

function of biological molecules as well as their activity
and specificity. The aim of this paper is to give an
overview of various SPR techniques presently in use, with
focus on new trends and developmentpossibilities.

newly announced instrument, IBIS

(Intersens

Instruments) t4l offers less expensive solution based on a
vibrating miror SPR (a modification of the Kretschmann
configuration) also suitable for wet chemistry and with
such options as high resolution angle reading, operation in
the fixed angle mode, automatic injection facility, MS-
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Windows software.

Surface plasmons are electromagnetic waves of a
special kind which can be generated at the surface of a
metal film tll. Optical excitation of plasmons is not

In VTT Chemical Technology several versions of the
SPR equipment have been constructed. The latest SPR
Research Device is a l6-bit, dual-spot apparatus working
in a classical Kretschmann configuration with stationary
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possible by direct impact of light on a metallic surface, so
special arrangement is needed. One possibility is to use the

so-called Kretschmann configuration [2], in which a ppolarized, collimated light beam passing through a glass
prism undergoes total internal reflection CIR) at the
glass/ttrin-metal-film/dielectric interface (see Figure l).
Plasmons are excited by an evanescent wave associated

with TIR and penetrating up to the metaVdielectric
if the angle of incidence fulfills resonance
condition, i.e. tf the component k, of the wave vector k is

boundary,

to the

ion constant

prism and rotating laser. This solution grnes several
advantages: much higher range of incidence angles gtnes
expansion of dynamic range fu liquid tests and allows to
shrdy SPR phenomenon also in air or gas environment; the
prism can be positioned either vertically or horizonally

(prpetting possibility); due to dual -spot option differential
measurements can be performed; and other.

In this paper also the development of a focused beam
SPR sensor in the form of an integrated optical chip will be
presented. The chip, intended for disposable uso, has
dimensions l2xl2xl mm and performs focusing, reflecting
and plasmon exciting functions. Light coupling and CCD
detection is taking place outside the chip. Performance of
the new sensor, together with comments on difficulties,
prölems to be solved, as well as future development will
be discussed.
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Principles of the Kretschmann configuruion.

At resonance, energy is transferred from phoons to
plasmons, so the effect of plasmon excitation can be
öserved as a sharp minimum of the reflectance when the
angle of incidence is varied.
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